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• What are the effects of economic downturns on the patterns of search in 

regional innovation networks?

QUESTION

• It is key to the evolutionary process of “variation”. It creates new 

development trajectories and is foundational to region’s resilience (Boschma, 

2015; Martin & Sunley, 2015).

WHY IS THE QUESTION OF DISTANT SEARCH IMPORTANT?



• Business cycle and R&D

o Scholars have focused on whether firms invest in R&D pro- or anti-

cyclically (Aghion et al, 2012; Bloom, 2014; Rafferty, 2003). 

o Do downturns affect search processes in the region, which have long-

term implications for its innovation profile?

CONTRIBUTIONS

• Network-dynamics (Ahuja, Soda, & Zaheer, 2012).

o How changes in the network structure impact region’s innovativeness.



THEORY



STRUCTURAL CONSEQUENCES

• Economic downturns:

o Increase micro- and macro-level uncertainties, and reduce munificence

o Firms’ failure and contraction of their operations; thus, to deletion of 

existing nodes and ties

• Exits propel entrepreneurial entries in a region (Dahl & Sorenson, 2012; 

Pe’er & Vertinsky, 2008). But, new ventures (also pre-incubation) have few 

collaboration-ties with central incumbent firms.



CONTD.

H1: Economic downturns lead to decreased levels of hierarchy in regional 

innovation networks.



ON SEARCH BEHAVIOUR

• Economic downturns lead to distant search by 

o Lowering firms’ performance

o Altering their opportunity-structure. 

• Firms engage in problemistic searches (Greve, 2003).

• Due to lower opportunity costs, firms make counter-cyclical investments in 

R&D (Aghion and Saint-Paul 1998; Aghion et al, 2012).

• Under uncertainty, firms and entrants make bet on risky, non-core 

opportunities that can be growth options (Bloom, 2014). Exploration is low 

mean high variance projects (March, 1991).



CONTD.

H2: Economic downturns lead to increased levels of exploration in 

regional innovation networks.



MEDIATION

• Search processes are facilitated and constrained by network-structure 

(Sparrowe et al, 2001). 

o Fragmented, flat structures support diverse world-views, parallel search 

and distant searches (Lazer & Friedman, 2007). 

o Hierarchy negatively impact improvisation and performance in 

exploratory contexts (Keum & See, 2016; Sparrowe et al, 2001).



CONTD.

H3: Decreased network hierarchy in the region partly accounts for 

(mediates) the effects of economic downturns on increased levels of 

exploration in the region.



EFFECTS OF ECONOMIC DOWNTURNS ON EXPLORATION
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EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS



CONTEXT AND ESTIMATION

• Empirical context: USA (2004-14: boom-crisis-recovery).

• Region (unit of analysis): Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)

• USPTO patent data: exploration and constructing innovation networks.

• Estimation: Fixed effects panel regression (MSA-state)

Centralizationi t = β0+ β1downturni t-1+ αZ+ εit

Explorationi t+1 = β0+ β2downturni t-1+ αZ+ εit

Explorationi t+1 = β0+ β3downturn t-1+ β4centralizationi t+ αZ+ εit

• Year and technology main-class FE



OPERATIONALIZATION

• Exploration: Distant search (Levinthal & March, 1993) – if a patent is assigned 

a USPTO main class in which no previous patent from the region was filed in 

last ten years. DV: share of exploratory patents.

• Economic downturn: Housing Price Index (HPI) (Flammer & Ioannou, 2015; 

Giroud & Mueller, 2015)

• Regional innovation network: USPTO patented inventions (Fleming et al, 

2007), three-year moving window (Carnabuci & Operti, 2013)

• Hierarchy: degree-centralization in the regional innovation network



CONTROL VARIABLES

• Intellectual resourcefulness of region: network-size (natural log) 
• Small world structure: transitivity and average path-length (relative to 

network-size; also indicative of fragmentation)
• Access to external knowledge: share of external ties
• Depth of knowledge: share of scientific citations
• Quality of human capital: per capita annual payment in high-tech sectors
• Simultaneity of knowledge depth and novel perspectives: co-inventors’ 

experience range
• Firm-population dynamics –

# Predominance of few firms: share of patenting by 4 largest assignees
# Entrepreneurial entries (incubation & pre-incubation): share of patenting 

by new assignees.



DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS



CORRELATION MATRIX





CORRELATION OF COEFFICIENTS OF PANEL MODEL





SG MEDIATION TEST (NETWORK-CENTRALIZATION)



ALTERNATE MECHANISMS?



AVERAGE PATH-LENGTH



CONTD.



BASIC R&D



CONTD.



EXTERNAL TIES



CONTD.



TRANSITIVITY



CONTD.



NEW ASSIGNEES (ENTRIES)



CONTD.



PREDOMINANCE OF LARGE FIRMS



CONTD.



CONCLUSION



CONCLUSIONS

• Economic downturns have qualitative effects on region’s innovation profile.

o Lowering firms’ performance, altering opportunity-structure, and 

increasing uncertainties, downturns induce problemistic, distant searches, 

and bets in non-core domains.

o Leading to the exit of both large and small organizations, downturns 

lower the hierarchy in the regional network, which supports exploration 

– and hence mediates distant search.
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